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its overhaul options and unit costs to achieve savings that are not incorporated in its 
forecast. 

Not all measures that DBP took in AA4 are repeatable, or at least not to the same extent, 
however we consider that DBP will find expenditure optimisation opportunities. Accordingly, 
we propose adjusting this component of DBP’s forecast on the assumption that it will 
achieve 50% of the proportionate savings achieved in AA4. This equates to a 13.2% 
reduction to its proposed forecast. 2 

Based on this advice the ERA considers that there is scope for savings to be made in the proposed 
expenditure for GEA and Turbine overhauls in AA5 as occurred in previous access arrangement 
periods including AA4.3  

Further, the ERA states: 

Based on the information provided, the ERA is not satisfied that the proposed expenditure 
of $30.34 million on GEA and turbine overhauls is consistent with rule 91(1) of the NGR 
and would be incurred by a prudent service provider acting efficiently, in accordance with 
accepted good industry practice, to achieve the lowest sustainable cost of delivering 
pipeline services.4 

Consequently, the ERA has reduced our opex forecast by 13.2%5, as per EMCa’s recommendations. 

1.3 Our response 

We submit that the original forecast of $29.7 million to conduct the necessary gas turbine and GEA 
overhauls is consistent with NGR 91(1) and remains the best estimate of the costs of undertaking 
this work. This is because: 

 the forecast is based on more mature asset management information than was available during 
the AA4 determination, therefore we have greater confidence that the AA5 forecast more 
accurately represents the costs we will incur and there is less opportunity to underspend; 

 the opex forecast already includes consideration of using overhauled swap machines, and is 
based on an optimised expenditure profile; 

 the method used to develop our forecast is prudent and reasonable, as acknowledged by the 
ERA and EMCa; 

 the unit rate assumptions are reasonable and efficient, as acknowledged by the ERA and EMCa; 
and 

 our forecast has been arrived at on a reasonable basis, represents the best estimate possible 
in the circumstances, and therefore meets the requirements of NGR 74. 

                                           

2 EMCa Technical Review, [422] to [424] 

3 ERA Draft Decision, [312] and [313] 

4 ERA Draft Decision, [314]. The quoted $30.34 million reflects our $29.7 million forecast plus cost escalation into December 2020 
dollars. 

5 Plus, a further $160,000 adjustment for the ERA’s forecast of inflation and labour cost escalation. 
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Based on our assessment of asset condition, manufacturer guidance, opportunity for optimisation, 
and experience during AA4, we do not consider that the magnitude of savings (13.2%) 
hypothesised by EMCa and ultimately adopted by the ERA is achievable during AA5.  

As recognised by EMCa, not all measures that DBP took in AA4 are repeatable, or at least not to 
the same extent.6 The 26% lower-than-forecast expenditure during the AA4 period was achieved 
via a combination of insurance benefits, foreign exchange savings and the availability of swap 
machines.7 The AA4 bottom-up forecast for the gas turbine and GEA overhauls was also developed 
on less mature asset management information than currently exists, therefore part of the AA4 
underspend may be attributed to over estimation in the first instance. 

We acknowledge there may be some opportunity to reduce expenditure during the AA5 period 
including using swap machines or if circumstances allow us to reduce run times. These have been 
factored into our $29.7 million forecast accordingly. However, as demonstrated during AA4, the 
ability to find further cost savings is also subject to numerous factors outside of our control (such 
as foreign exchange rates and unplanned failures). 

By extension, making the assumption DBP will be able to achieve 50% of the proportionate savings 
in AA4 does not appear to be a reasonable basis on which to forecast savings going forward, and 
would therefore result in a forecast that is not consistent with NGR 74. We submit our approach, 
which is to arrive at a forecast based on the best asset data available in the circumstances, only 
factoring in cost savings within our control (swaps and run times), results in a more reasonable 
forecast. 

These matters are discussed further below. 

1.3.1 Improved asset information and forecasting accuracy 

The information used to inform the AA5 forecast represents a more mature suite of asset data and 
practical experience of how machines can be swapped and run times can be adjusted to optimise 
expenditure. Gas turbine and GEA overhauls is now an established ongoing program of 
maintenance works built on a strong knowledge of our cost base and asset management practices.  

Incremental improvements have been made to our investment governance process over the course 
of AA4. We have taken on board feedback during the AA4 determination process (notably from 
EMCa) regarding the limitations of our forecasting approach.8 For example, when developing the 
AA5 forecasts we have incorporated more clearly defined project scopes, provided options analyses, 
and conducted a more detailed sense check of deliverability.9 Though we are still seeking further 
improvements over AA5, our business cases, data analysis capabilities, and asset management 
strategies are more robust than they were in AA4. 

                                           

6 EMCa Technical Review, [424] 
7 It should be highlighted that even though CS1 appears to be the lowest utilised compressor, its inclusion is because it includes a 

swapped unit that was already close to the limit of operational hours after which it would be required to be replaced. On this basis it 

is required to be replaced despite being recently swapped to reduce overall capex in the AA4 period. 
8 ERA Draft Decision [465] 
9 The lack of these was a criticism highlighted by EMCa during its AA4 review. 
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overhauls. Our plan is optimised across the program and across assets to reduce costs to the extent 
possible. Our forecast includes: 

 consideration of our ability to swap machines, noting that the low-risk stations we swapped out 
during AA4 are now approaching their operating thresholds and should not be swapped again; 

 an optimised delivery schedule, whereby we bundle works to undertake other programs / 
maintenance while our technicians are at each location. For example, when we do gas turbine 
exchanges, we will install new equipment (as necessary), change / upgrade gearboxes, change 
seals, check oil  and inspect all other assets at the compressor station; 

 an assumption of only one premature failure over the AA5 period, compared with three in AA4. 
As indicated in response to information request EMCa40, we implemented overhaul scope 
design changes in consultation with the vendor in order to reduce the likelihood of rotor disk 
cracks and failure. As a result, we have only forecast one premature failure (and associated 
swapped asset efficiencies / insurance claim recovery) during AA5; and 

 an assumption of the prevailing foreign exchange rates. 

1.3.3 Limited opportunities for further efficiencies 

While we accept the principle of reducing the overall cost of service where practicable, efficiencies 
and expenditure optimisation outcomes have already been built into our overall AA5 opex forecast 
and unit costs. For example: 

 where we have achieved operational efficiencies in AA4 in relation to ongoing, routine 
maintenance under annual programs of work, we included these in the base year roll forward 
opex forecast method. This will in-turn benefit customers in AA5 and several future periods as 
they continually lower the benchmark costs; 

 where we have achieved operational efficiencies in AA4 in relation to ongoing routine 
maintenance for less consistent / predictable programs of work (such as the gas turbine and 
GEA overhauls), we have included these in the unit rate used to develop the bottom-up 
forecast; and 

 where we expect to achieve operational efficiencies in AA5 as a result of specific programs of 
work, for example in the case of our ‘One IT’ program of work, we have included these explicitly 
in the associated business case by not adding associated step changes to our opex forecast. 

For the gas turbine and GEA overhauls program, we have already achieved the ‘quick-wins’ 
available through governance, planning and contracting improvements. Therefore, while we have 
achieved significant cost reductions over the AA4 period11, similar savings forecast through swaps 
and deferrals are not expected to occur in AA5 and beyond. To achieve further efficiencies would 
require targeted investment in process improvement and automation, and these are heavily 
dependent on increasing IT investment. 

It is also important to highlight that approximately $0.9 million (15%) of the saving during the AA4 
period was due to favourable foreign currency exchange rates. New turbines/GEAs and components 
are purchased from the United States of America and Europe and imported into Western Australia 
as required. It is not possible to predict the impact of foreign exchange rates with any certainty, 

                                           

11 EMCa’s analysis showed DBP would have achieved a productivity improvement averaging 0.5 per cent per year compounding over 

AA4. 
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therefore we do not consider it prudent to assume the same favourable scenario will reoccur during 
AA5. 

In summary, while we will endeavour to deliver our gas turbine and GEA overhauls program for 
the lowest sustainable cost, we do not consider a 13.2% deferral of expenditure and associated 
critical maintenance (as proposed by EMCa) is the best possible forecast available in the 
circumstances. 

1.3.4 DBP’s forecast meets the requirements of NGR 74 

As noted above, the ERA and its technical experts found DBP’s asset management approach with 
regard to gas turbines and GEAs to be prudent, and the unit cost to be reasonable. Despite this, 
the ERA has determined DBP has scope to achieve further savings of 13.2% based on DBP 
achieving reductions in previous AA periods, including AA4. 

We consider that the ERA’s top-down reduction is inconsistent with NGR 74 as it has not been 
arrived at on a reasonable basis and does not represent the best forecast or estimate currently 
possible. This is because: 

 the top-down reduction does not appear to recognise that past efficiencies and opportunities 
to achieve further expenditure optimisation has already been factored into the estimated costs 
of delivering the gas turbine and GEA overhauls program, as well as the broader AA5 opex 
forecast; 

 it is not industry practice, nor realistic, to achieve further significant operational cost savings 
(beyond those already built into the forecast) in the absence of clear technological or other 
overt drivers; and 

 EMCa’s forecast reduction does not appear to have been based on an assessment of asset 
condition, economic environment, risk, forecast error or identification of specific opportunities 
for deferrals. Rather, the 13.2% reduction seems to be based on assuming that the 
circumstances during AA4 (or similar) may reoccur and making the further assumption that 
DBP will be able to achieve half of the benefit. We do not consider this set of assumptions is a 
reasonable basis on which to develop a forecast and we do not agree that it would result in a 
better forecast than the one proposed by DBP.  

The ERA’s reduction will not allow DBP to recover at least its efficient costs, and has the potential 
to incentivise implementation of cheaper options in the short-term that are inconsistent with 
achieving the long-term lowest sustainable cost. It is therefore inconsistent with the National Gas 
Objective (NGO) and revenue and pricing principles (as set out in the National Gas Law). 

Conversely, the forecast provided by DBP is consistent with the NGO, NGR 74 and 91, and the 
revenue and pricing principles, because: 

 there is little scope for further efficiencies (i.e. doing the same volume of work at a lower unit 
cost) in the AA5 period. The proposed scope of work required is necessary to achieve the lowest 
sustainable cost of maintaining the assets and is accepted good industry practice, therefore 
meeting the requirements of NGR 91; and 

 the forecast has been arrived at on a reasonable basis as it considers historical unit rates and 
manufacturer’s advice, incorporates expenditure optimisation assumptions, and is founded on 
a detailed assessment of asset condition and past operating experience. The forecast therefore 
provides the best estimate of costs in the circumstances and meets the requirements of NGR 74. 
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1.4.2 Consistency with the National Gas Rules 

The ERA and EMCa consider our proposed proactive overhaul program, based on the Asset 
Management Plan, is consistent with the requirements of NGR 91(1), specifically the proposed 
expenditure is: 

 Prudent – Proactive overhaul of gas turbines and GEAs maintains the safety, integrity and 
reliable delivery of gas along the DBNGP by ensuring gas turbine units are available as required 
to meet customer demand and GEAs can provide for the power needs of the gas turbines and 
other assets at compressor stations and other facilities. The proposed expenditure can 
therefore be seen to be of a nature that would be incurred by a prudent service provider; 

 Efficient – Our forecasts for when overhauls will fall due is based on the latest information on 
run hours, utilisation and expected throughput. The forecast cost per overhaul is based on 
historical costs and prevailing foreign exchange rates. Proactively overhauling represents a 
more cost-effective solution over the life of the asset than full replacement. The proposed 
expenditure can therefore be considered consistent with the expenditure that a prudent service 
provider acting efficiently would incur; 

 Consistent with accepted and good industry practice – The proposed overhaul activity 
follows good industry practice of aligning overhauls with commitments embedded within the 
AMP and manufacturer’s recommendations; and 

 To achieve the lowest sustainable cost of delivering pipeline services – Undertaking the 
overhaul program in a proactive, planned and scheduled manner based on run hours forecast 
reduces total costs over the life of these assets, where unplanned failure could lead to damage 
requiring full replacement. Our contractual arrangements with the manufacturer are managed 
in line with our procurement policy to ensure the best commercial terms can be achieved. 

The ERA’s Draft Decision suggested our forecast was not consistent with NGR 74 as it expected 
we could further optimise our expenditure. However, we contend that the forecast has been arrived 
at on a reasonable basis as it considers historical unit rates and manufacturer’s advice, incorporates 
expenditure optimisation assumptions, and is founded on a detailed assessment of asset condition 
and past operating experience. The forecast already includes assumptions on machine swaps and 
program optimisation, and the unit rates have been approved in principle by the ERA and EMCa. 
The forecast therefore provides the best estimate in the circumstances and meets the requirements 
of NGR 74. 




